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A limited edition (ten) of the iconic Shoal light sculpture by Scabetti, made with one hundred and eighty six 
fine bone china fish each coated in twenty four carat gold.

Goldfish
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Each of the fine bone china fish have been coated in a liquid suspension of gold and then returned to the kiln. Having 
been raised to extremely high temperatures all that remains on the surface of each fish, is a coating of virtually pure 
24ct gold. 

*Each fish is slipcast and each Goldfish made by hand, therefore these values are approximate.

**Goldfish is protected by a wooden crate for international delivery, therefore the packed weight is much greater than 
that of Goldfish alone. UK deliveries are generally delivered via a personal courier service and the packaging does not 
therefore need to be as protective. The weight of the packed Goldfish is therefore only marginally greater than the weight 
of the sculpture alone.

Diameter mm(inches)*    Depth mm(inches)*    Weight  (kg)*        United Kingdom mm(inches)    International mm(inches)   Weight   (kg)*

         500 (20)                      850 (33)       12            500x500x950 (20x20x37)       575x575x1120(23x23x44)         49

Packaging Dimensions** Sculpture Dimensions

Technical Data

Light Source
Goldfish has a single E27 lamp holder, wired with gold effect braided flex. These lamp holders accept standard E27 
screw fit bulbs. A Halogen filament bulb, which creates a very crisp light with shadows cast on the surrounding walls, 
is supplied. You may like to consider alternative bulbs creating different light effects. Dimming of the light is possible 
depending upon the type of bulb chosen. 

The light source is also available with an E26 fitting for North America. 
Where restrictions apply, Goldfish can be supplied as a sculpture with no internal light fitting.

Suspension Method
Goldfish is suspended via a central multi-strand tensile steel line plated in gold. 
Please refer to Suspension Method A in the Shoal Brochure 2013. 
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